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Abstract 
This short note considers the formulation of Full Intuitionistic Linear Logic (FILL) given by 
Hyland and de Paiva (1993). Unfortunately the formulation is not closed under the process of 
cut elimination. This note proposes an alternative formulation based on the notion of patterns. 
1. Introduction 
In proof theory, it is often said that an intuitionistic fragment of a classical logic can 
be given by restricting the succedent in the sequent calculus formulation to at most one 
formula occurrence. Many proof theorists have considered relaxing this rather heavy 
restriction. For example, Takeuti [7] gives such a system in his book. 
One might ask whether a similar enterprise exists for linear logic. Intuitionistic Lin- 
ear Logic (ILL), which arises from restricting Classical Linear Logic to one succedent, 
is studied at length in my thesis [l]. A more relaxed system was given by de Paiva [3] 
in her thesis and tightened in a subsequent paper by Hyland and de Paiva [4]. The re- 
sulting logic, Full Intuitionistic Linear Logic (FILL), has two notable features. Firstly it 
contains a connective, the multiplicative disjunction (‘par’ or ‘%? ‘), which does not or- 
dinarily exist in ILL. Secondly Hyland and de Paiva’s formulation is given with respect 
to a term assignment system as it critically needs a notion of formula dependency. 
Hyland and de Paiva’s formulation is given in Fig. 1. Formulae are represented by 
$,$ ,... and I,A ,... represent multisets of formulae. 
The -JR rule needs some explanation. Normally, for example in Takeuti’s system, 
we make the restriction that the right-hand side contains at most one formula. This is 
relaxed in FILL to requiring that the variable being abstracted is not free in any of 
the terms except the one it is being abstracted over. This idea is formulated in terms 
of a notion of free variable, given below. 
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x:i$Dx:cp 
Identity 
l?t>M:@i:A n:~,Si&A~ 
I’, I? D @ : Al&:=M] : A’ 
cut 
r~&f:A 
r.x:IDletxbe* in&: A 
Kc) 
r,x:&&:A r’,y:l/IDti: A’ 
I’,P,z : (6?!?t,hDletzbexTQ- in& : A(letzbe - 9yinH: Al 
Wt) 
rD~:#~~:~l~:A 
IkW&‘N:@?$~i%A 
(%Z) 
roM:+l@:A l?,x:$~~:A’ 
r, r’, y : 5, --Q $i D # : Al@[x := (y&Q]) : A’ 
(-0.c ) 
Fig. 1. Hyland and de Paiva’s formulation of FILL. 
Definition 1. Given a term, M, its set of free variables, TV, is given by the 
following definition. 
FV(Ax : &M) 
FV(M @ N) 
FV(let M bex ~3 yin N) 
FV(let M be * in N) 
FV(M9 N) 
FV(letMbe - 9ninN) 
FV(let M hey??- in N) 
FV(* ), FV(o) 
sf W(M) U ET’(N) 
kf W(M) - {x) 
kf W(M) U W(N) 
kf W(M) u (W(M) - {x, y}) 
dzf FV(h4) u W(N) 
Ef AVOW) U ~V(N} 
%if W(M) u (W(N) - {XT}) 
zf W(M) U (W(N) - {y}) 
def 
ZZ 0. 
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Unfortunately as it stands, this system is not closed under the standard process of cut 
elimination (contrary to Theorem 6 of the original paper [4, p. 2891). The problematic 
rule is (3~). The problem is that it introduces unnecessary formula bindings. In the 
process of cut elimination, there are a number of so-called commuting cuts, i.e. those 
where the cut formula is a minor premise. One such example is the (-, ??L)-cut, viz. 
x$. w:$,r’d:A z:%, r” D a: A” 
rd4:~lfl:A x:&x$78 %, r’, r” blet y be WV- in P:A’llet y be -??r in e:A” 
(Or ) 
r.y : @%,r’, r”D(l&y be w W- in P)[x=M]: A’ 1 (lety be -??z in &x:=M]:A”[@:A Lul 
To eliminate this commuting cut we float the application of the Cut above the 
application of the (9~) rule, i.e. 
r d4:f$pJ:A x:4, w:*,r’d:A 
Cut 
z:fJ, r” D p: A” 
r, Y:I@%, r’, r”Dlet y be WV- in (P[x:=M]): A’ 1 let y be A?-- in @:A I let y be -T?z in aA’ V= I_’ 
Ordinarily we should expect that the result of a commutative cut is an identity at the 
level of terms, but the reduction above hides a more sinister behaviour. It has introduced 
a new free variable to part of the term (term H has become (let y be w9- in 3) with the 
new free variable y). The role of free variables is paramount to the success of this for- 
mulation and the problem above means that cut elimination does not hold for the logic. 
An example may illuminate this point. The deduction below contains an application 
of the Cut rule given above. 
v:$ DV$ we tw:e 
(172) PC) 
u:~Dv:~lo:l x:c$, z:I@% D(let z be yB- inx@y):@iI(let z be-38win w):% 
u:$,,z:$78%Qlet z be y??- in u@y):@$l(let z be-9win w):%lo:l 
v:~,z:@?% b(let z be yO- in u@y)W(let z be-78w in w):(&3ti)T%\o:-L 
This proof reduces to the following (illegal) proof. 
Cut 
y:ljl,v:$Pv@y:#@$l~:~ w:% bW8 
u:q5,z:@%t$let zbe yO- in t@y)O(let z be-T++ inw):(@$)T’% 1 let rbe y’zp- in o:_L 
V:C$ ~Az:1/178%. ((let z be y?3- in u@y)T(let z be-?? w in w)):($T?%)+(@l(/)T% I let rbe yV- in o:l 
Clearly the final application of the +z rule is invalid as z is a free variable of the 
rightmost term. 
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Hence the standard process of cut elimination fails but one may wonder if an- 
other method might succeed. Schellinx [6] showed that this was the case for Takeuti’s 
multiple-conclusion formulation of Intuitionistic Logic (IL). There the traditional cut 
elimination technique fails but the system does have the property that every valid for- 
mula has a cut-free proof. However, this is not the case for Hyland and de Paiva’s 
formulation of FILL. An example is the formula 
Although this is a valid formula (in the sense that there is a corresponding morphism 
in the free full multiplicative category), Hyland and de Paiva’s term assignment for- 
mulation does not permit any cut-free derivation. 
2. A pattern calculus for FILL 
To circumvent these problems I shall use a pattern syntax for the sequents. Tradi- 
tionally term assignments for various logics are of the form 
x’:rDM:#. 
Thus assumptions are always labelled with variables and applications of rules are 
recorded with some form of syntax on the right-hand side of the turnstile. Whilst this 
is clearly correct for formulations in natural deduction, it seems less convincing for 
sequent calculus formulations. A feature of the sequent calculus is its symmetry, in 
that rules appear on both the left and the right of the turnstile. The pattern calculus 
arises from taking this symmetry seriously; thus only right rules introduce syntax on 
the right and left rules now introduce syntax on the left, called patterns. ’ 
Patterns, p, and terms, M, are given by the mutually recursive grammars 
p ::= xl * I 0 Ip @I plp’78pIM 4 p 
and 
M ::= x/ * j 0 [Rp : &M/M @MI cut M for pin MIA428M. 
The proof system is given in Fig. 2. It is easy to see how the set of variables 
contained in a pattern, p, denoted Var(p), can be defined. 
It is worth pointing out that applications of the Cut rule appear in the pattern calculus 
as an explicit term constructor. This is strongly connected to the explicit substitution 
operator sometimes used in the K-calculus. Cut elimination, at the level of terms, yields 
a set of reduction rules which shows how this term constructor is eliminable. 
’ This idea has occurred to many people. As far as I am aware the first person to put it into print (for 
IL) was Lafont [5]. The idea was rediscovered by Breazu-Tannen et al. [2], again for IL, and I have also 
employed this idea, in a forthcoming paper, to devise syntax for various fragments of Linear Logic. 
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x:qbDX:f$ 
Identity 
~YDM:c#@:A p: c$,r’Dp: A’ 
r, r’ D G : Alcut M for p id : At 
Cut 
rDM:A (hd ki?:Alo:I 
r,p: c~DM: I,#: A 
r~(~p:~M):~+I~:A 
(-Jo) where Vu(p) n IV(g) = 8 
Fig. 2. Pattern formulation of FILL 
Consider the previous problematic step of cut elimination with the new pattern cal- 
culus, The instance of the commuting cut appears as 
p:c$,q:$,r’+A’ r:&r”&A” 
r~M:4liV:a p:cj,qT?r: *9e,rf,r~ftd:A~~Q: A’! (TL) 
r,qOr:11/~88,r’,r”r>~:Alcut Mforpin?:A’lcut Mfor pino:A” 
Cut, 
which is reduced to 
rDM:#:A p:@,q:$,r’DP:A’,,, 
r,q : ll/,rlDfl : A/cut M for pinp: Al 
r,qT?r : t+R?tl, r’,r”D$: A(cut M for p inp: A/lo: At1 
It is clear that no false dependencies have been introduced. In fact, a property of pattern 
calculi is that dependencies are eliminated during the process of cut elimination. Hence 
we have the following property for the pattern calculus formulation of FILL, where 
we represent a step in the cut elimination process by the symbol dcUt. 
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Theoreml. IfrDIl;i.:Aandlij”“P,,t~tthenrD~:A. 
Corollary 1. The cut elimination theorem holds for the pattern calculus formulation 
of FILL. 
3. Conclusions 
This short note considered the formulation of FILL given by Hyland and de Paiva 
and showed that it is not closed under the process of cut elimination. A syntax based 
on the idea of patterns was introduced which does have this closure property. 
In private communication, Gianluigi Bellin has suggested to me that Hyland and 
de Paiva’s formulation of the 23~ rule could be rewritten to 
+ 
I’,x:+DM:A I?,~:$D#:A’(~~), 
I,r’, z : 4??ll/D rii* : Al$* : A’ 
where MT dAf 
letzbe.69 - inpni 
mi 
if x E W(m,), 
otherwise; 
and $+ d&f 
{ 
letzbe - %?yinni 
ni 
if y E FV(ni), 
otherwise. 
This also leads to a system which is also closed under the process of cut elim- 
ination. I have used the pattern calculus in this paper as it naturally leads to a 
proof net fo~ulation which is possibly the most succinct presentation of FILL, al- 
beit one using graphical notation as opposed to familiar sequents. The details of a 
proof net presentation and how it relates to the pattern formulation is left to a future 
paper. 
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